The project aims to resolve missed or overlooked breast cancer lesions particularly due to dense breast structure. Dense breast makes microcalcifications difficult to be detected as both normal breast tissue and microcalcification appear white on mammograms. The carry out the project, a breast phantom was fabricated, and ImageJ software was used to improve the visibility of microcalcification. Methods: The phantom was fabricated, and the physical properties showed similarity to that of breast tissues. CalciumCarbonate powder simulated microcalcifications. Images were acquired using CR mammography. The images acquired were post processed by ImageJ software through applying thresholding technique to help detection of subtle microcalcifications. Results: Microcalcifications appearance enhanced by threshold technique. The resultant images showed increasing in the contrast value at ROI from 3.9, 2.2, and 4.2 to 7.2, 6.8, and 7.6 respectively. Conclusion: The differences in contrast values were more consequential in areas of low Calcium Carbonate concentration after applying threshold technique.
INTRODUCTION
Microcalcifications clusters appear on mammogram as high intensity spots of calcium deposit compared to the background tissues 1 . These spots considered as an important major early sign of breast cancer 2 . Microcalcifications have variety of shapes and diameters, and because of their small sizes as well as their similar density to the surrounding breast tissues; they are sometimes difficult to be detected 3 .The average diameter size of individual microcalcifications is around 0.3mm 4 . The breast consists of various amount of fatty, glandular, and connective tissue. Arrangement of these tissues translated to structures of different shapes, scales, and densities. Mammograms are very bright in case of breast involving large amount of glandular tissue, which significantly decreases the microcalcifications visibility 5 . Glandular and fibrous tissues are visualized in mammography as radio-opaque, whereas the adipose tissues visualized as radiolucent according to the differences among the x-ray attenuation properties of the different breast tissues. Therefore, a dense breast that has higher proportion of glandular tissues absorbs higher amounts of radiation than an adipose breast 6 .
Mammograms considered as the standard tool for breast cancer screening 7 . Microcalcifications are visible on mammogram as they exhibit higher X-ray attenuation than the surrounding breast tissue. However, overlapping of tissue structures lead to obscure the visualization of micro-calcifications in mammograms 8 .
Because of the similar appearance of breast background tissues and suspicious microcalcifications. Some parts of the background especially the dense tissue part may be visualized brighter than the microcalcifications. Moreover, low contrast of microcalcification to the background tissue when the intensity of microcalcifications is very close to the background tissue will cause difficulty in the detection process of microcalcifications. Due to that, there is a significant risk that a radiologist may misdiagnose some cases in breast cancer diagnosis. It has been reported that 10-30% of breast lesions are misinterpreted during routine screening of mammograms 5 . The probability of malignancy in mammography can be determined by using certain categories that are based on the shape and distribution of clustered microcalcifications 9 .
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This work aimed to study the detection of microcalcification clusters which are closely similar to the density of normal breast tissue. Dense breast tissue equivalent phantom was fabricated with embedded microcalcifications. The physical properties of the phantom materials including electron density, effective atomic number, and attenuation properties of the breast phantom. The role of computer aided diagnosis (CAD) in the detection of those microcalcifications was studied using ImageJ software.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Phantom fabrication
The development of breast tissue equivalent phantom involves the following steps: preparation of materials to emulate background breast tissue and microcalcifications, physical properties measurements; and finally, to fabricate the breast phantom.
Breast tissue equivalent phantom was fabricated by mixing agar powder with grinded chips wood material to deionized water and cooked under slow heat until the entire agar dissolved. Then the mixture was poured into plastic mould. Clustered microcalcifications were simulated by calcium carbonate powder immersed within the agar mixture. The phantom was fabricated at about 5 cm thickness.
Phantom physical properties
The desired phantom material closely matches the mass attenuation, effective atomic number of the known breast tissue over the mammography energy range. Attenuation coefficient experiment was performed at Radiation Biophysics LabSchool of Physics -USM, Penang, Malaysia. Using: Gamma source Am-241 (45 mCi) -Multichannel analyser (MCA) -NaI(Tl) detector, amplifier, voltage supply, and Computer with Maestro Program. Electron density of each material was calculated from its mass density and its atomic composition according to the formula:
where is electron density, is mass density, Avogadro's number, Z is atomic number and A is atomic weight. Effective atomic number of each material was calculated based on the elemental composition of each material according to this formula:
where : is the fraction of the total number of electrons associated with each element, and : is the atomic number of each element 10 .
The density of the materials was determined using this (D=ω/V) formula. Where the mass of each material was measured by using weight balance device, and the volume was measured by placing the material in water's can in which the amount of water it displaces is equal to that of its volume.
The breast tissue equivalent phantoms were scanned by using Computed Radiology Mammography Model (Planmed Sophie Classic). Energy X-ray beam between 28kvp and 32kvp was generated to demonstrate the subtle density differences between normal tissues and microcalcifications. X-ray tubes of mammography systems are equipped with Mo/Mo anode/filter was used in the scanning experiment in the range of 28 -32kvp. The x-ray images stored directly onto a computer as digital images.
Elem ental composition of each material was characterized using an energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) elemental analysis brand FEI, Mode Quanta FEG 650. 
Phantom radiological and physical properties
Density
Weight and volume of each material were measured and using = formula to determine materials density; where D is density, w is weight, and v is volume. 
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Electron density
Electron density of each material calculated based on its mass density and its atomic composition according to the formula: 
Mass attenuation coefficient
The attenuation of photons when it passes through a medium is described by Lambert beer's law as:
, where: I t = the intensity of photons transmitted across some distance x, I 0 = the initial intensity of photons, µ = attenuation coefficient, t = thickness of the material. 
Image acquisition
The phantom was scanned to acquire images at craniocaudal and mediolateral oblique positions.
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Asian Online Journals (www.ajouronline.com) 254 Cranio-caudal view image acquired at 28kv showed high contrast difference between normal tissues and microcalcification. However, the image acquired at 32kv showed less contrast difference between normal tissues and calcifications. As the attenuation differences between tissues is highest at low x-ray energies and is poor at higher energies.
Post-processing
Segmentation plays main role in the detection process of region of interest. Thresholding technique is one of the segmentation methods used which is applied to segment micro-calcifications in mammographic x-ray images. As the areas which containing microcalcifications are somehow inhomogeneous in comparison to the breast tissue. Contrast value at region of interest of the acquired images calculated using the following relation, = − . Figure 5 , 6, And 7. showed the reconstructed image prior to post-processing, the contrast value at ROI is 3.9, 2.2, 4.2 respectively. after applying the thresholding technique, the contrast values increased to 7.2, 6.8, 7.6 respectively.
DISCUSSION
Radiological and physical properties:
Breast tissue equivalent phantom has been successfully fabricated to closely simulate the physical properties of the breast tissue including effective atomic number, density, electron density, and mass attenuation coefficient.
Effective atomic number of the proposed materials calculated using Murty formula 11 . The results obtained were closely match the values of effective atomic number determined in previous work by M. Kurudirek 12 having breast tissue effective atomic number of 6.04 which is somehow close to the effective atomic number of agar 6.7 and wood 6.8.
Density measurement performed showed values of 1.43g/cm3 for agar, 0.33g/cm3 for wood, and 2.548 g/cm3 for calcium carbonate. According to ICRU-44 report, the density of breast tissue is 1.020 g/cm3.
Electron density calculation results of each material was compared to previous work by M. Kurudirek 
Image acquisition and post-processing:
Thresholding technique is one of the segmentation methods used which is applied to segment microcalcifications in mammographic x-ray images. As the areas which containing microcalcifications are somehow inhomogeneous in comparison to the breast tissue. The thresholding eliminates the lower intensity pixels and makes a stronger contrast between the non-cancerous and the cancerous areas.
Post-processing of the images showed increasing in the contrast value at ROI after applying threshold technique values.
Depending on the value of threshold; all pixels less than the threshold are considered as background and the reminder pixels are the breast. According to the results obtained the threshold set was successful to detect most of the calcifications.
CONCLUSION
Small clusters of micro-calcifications are sometimes appearing within the cancerous areas. Different techniques used to separate the possible cancerous areas from the non-cancerous areas 13 .
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Breast tissue equivalent phantom has been successfully fabricated using agar powder, grinded chips wood and water mixture with embedded Calcium Carbonate powder simulating microcalcification. It was challenging to achieve good result by mixing varied materials having varied physical and radiological properties.
According to previous studies, Calcium Carbonate is a suitable material to simulate microcalcifications. However, it would have been more benefit for this project if egg shells with density of 1.045 g/cm 3 was used instead of Calcium Carbonate, which is an actual limitation of our approach. By measurement performed to obtain the effective atomic number of Calcium Carbonate the experiment shows that the effective atomic number of Calcium Carbonate is around 15, allows occurrence of photoelectric effect interactions. Calcium Carbonate absorbed almost all of the radiation and appeared brighter than background.
Post-processing of the images showed increasing in the contrast value at ROI after applying threshold technique value s. High threshold level selected was successful to detect most of the calcifications.
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